Thomas Condon Pioneer Geologist Oregon Ellen
ellen condon mccornack papers, circa 1855-1929 - ellen condon mccornack was born 13 august 1855
and died in eugene, 28 december 1929. mrs. mccornack, member of one of oregon's first families, was a
pioneer author and geologist. her father, dr. thomas condon founded the geology department at the university
of oregon. memorial to edwin thomas hodge - geological society of america - thomas condon, oregon’s
pioneer geologist, had been appointed to the chair of natural science in 1876 and had held it during the
following 30 years. condon saw the cultural values of geology and the importance of transmitting them to the
general public, as well as to the students. wells, john w. - ohio state university - triumphs, their friends
and adversaries. what geologist or enthusiast will not feel a glow of pleasure after having been, vicariously—
with the versatile scottish editor, hugh miller, on the island of hoy, orkney, as, wrapped in his plaid, he carved
his initials of the dwarfie stone, under which he dr. thomas condon - oregon history project - dr. thomas
condon by unknown this undated portrait, probably taken in the 1870s, shows dr. thomas condon, one of the
most important scientific figures in oregon history. thomas condon was born in county cork, ireland, on march
3, 1822. at age eleven he emigrated to new york with his parents. he worked as a school teacher before
entering a ... fossil lake - oregonencyclopedia - june, after soliciting advice from thomas condon, the state
geologist, whiteaker returned to the site with a small party on june 20, 1877. "the fossil remains lie scattered
over the earth for a distance of four or five miles in the direction of northeast and southwest," he wrote. "near
the book reviews by ellen con - university of washington - book reviews thomas condon, pioneer
geologist of oregon.. by ellen con don mccornack. (eugene, oregon: university of oregon press, 1928. pp. 355.
$2.50.) few recent books on any subject have been freighted with such an abundance of tender sentiment and
downright love as has this biography of thomas condon, pioneer geologist of ore gon. dogami bulletin 11,
the geology and mineral resources of ... - course, the pioneer geologist of the oregon coun try, the late dr.
thomas condon, who was the first professor of this subject in the university of oregon. condon was the
originator of the so called "willamette sound" theory. with him was associated for many happy years his
daughter, ellen condon mccornack, who prepared the first condon geological museum - oregon state
library - late dr. thomas condon, the pioneer geologist of the state of oregon, and the first professor of
geology at the state university. he was pro fessor of the natural sciences, and later of geology, during the
period from 1876 until 1907, the year of his death. this collection, only a frontiers of geological
exploration of western north america - frontiers of geological exploration toc page 1 sou/aaaspd/pubsml a
publication of the american association for the advancement of science bringing natural history to the
people: three pioneers of ... - bringing natural history to the people: three pioneers of the pacific northwest
frontier by michael arthur weiss a thesis presented to the department of history and the graduate school of the
university of oregon in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of master of arts june 1989 the
ancient volcanoes - oregon state university - board of higher education to give the first of the condon lectures. this was partly because it enabled me to share in the tribute paid to the memory of oregon's
distinguished geologist, thomas condon, whose pioneer work laid the firm loundation upon which all later
geologists have built; partly, because the lectures gave me contributions - scholars' bank home - pioneer
geologist, professor thomas condon. his research first took him to willapa bay§ on the coast of washington, of
which he wrote in 1871: *osamu, h. p. the age of mammals, p. 444, 1910. thiscowns, jossen, principles of
geology, p. 582, 1909. [vol. lxviii, - scienceiencemag - thomas condon, pioneer geologist of oregon. by ellen
condon mccornack. university press, eugene, oregon, 1928. professor condon was an outstanding and singularly attractive figure in the history of western geol-ogy. hecame as a missionary to oregon in its early days in
1852. interested fromthe first in the geology and fossils of the new ... dogami bulletin 50, field guidebook:
geologic trips along ... - considered to mark the first 100 years since oregon's pioneer geologist and
missionary minister, thomas condon, began to explore the geology in the state. it seerus fitting, therefore, to
dedicate to the memory of thomas condon, this "field guidebook to geologic trips along oregon highways,"
which was prepared for immediate use by the
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